
Ambulatory Performance and
Opportunity Assessment 

As the shift towards value-based health care and population health continues to gain momentum, 
physicians are even more critical to offering better care at a lower cost. Health care systems are 
increasingly dedicating more of their resources to ambulatory/outpatient care than to inpatient acute 
care. Accordingly, the outpatient spending growth rate has increased by nearly double (vs. that of 
inpatient) among privately-insured populations in the past �ve years alone1. The implications are 
clear: to compete in the health care model of tomorrow, health systems must pro�tably increase their 
ambulatory footprint today.

Market challenges and opportunities

While keys to success are well-documented, emerging ambulatory organizations are still challenged by 
operational inef�ciencies, revenue de�cits and misalignment between physicians and hospital systems. 
To succeed, providers must transform their ambulatory enterprise in a manner that aligns 
organizational structure, �nancial performance and the patient experience. 

MedSynergies, an Optum company, offers a proprietary ambulatory performance and opportunity 
assessment that delivers a holistic view of resources, processes and work�ows. Beginning with a 
thorough �nancial evaluation comparing current state to industry benchmarks, we then deliver a 
customized roadmap for improving the management of your physician organization with actionable 
recommendations to unlock growth within your ambulatory platform.  

We focus on unlocking your ambulatory growth
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1 Straka, Stephen. “Ambulatory Enterprises: The Patient Centric Redesign.”

 Quarterly Checkup. FTI Consulting, Feb. 2015. Web. 



We assess targeted opportunities across proven growth levers
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We would be privileged to help you
begin to unlock the full potential of
your ambulatory platform. 
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Our assessment offers a comprehensive review of the key issues 
impacting the performance of your organization. We identify the 
growth levers to transform the operational, relational and �nancial 
health of your ambulatory platform.

By combining �nancial analysis with on-site interviews and operational 
observations, we analyze the impact of the operating performance and 
�nancial health to the physician group. We then develop a customized 
roadmap that helps you improve the management of your physician 
organization by:

• Turning strategy into actionable operational initiatives
• Identifying benchmarks and milestones that de�ne success 
• Leveraging data to both provide visibility into current performance 
   and enable better-informed decisions

What we uniquely deliver for your organization

Designed by operators for operators, we help you transform the operational, 
relational and �nancial health of your ambulatory platform while providing the 
business intelligence to make better-informed decisions.

• Deep insights into your current processes 
• Actionable steps to reach optimal performance across multiple levels
• Standardized �nancial measures and metrics across your organization 
• Actionable insight to identify incremental revenue opportunities
• Flexible paths to achieving desired performance
• Business intelligence to increase patient market share 

Proven results

MedSynergies has performed assessments that identify quanti�able value 
for our clients across multiple opportunity areas:
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On average, client opportunities are 10-15% of net collections
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